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JOIN US FOR JOIN US FOR

Letter to Smokey Thomas, President, OPSEU:
On behalf of all AMAPCEO members, I would like to thank you for your 
open letter to your membership where you indicated that “OPSEU stands in 
solidarity with AMAPCEO”. 

OPSEU’s support and our joint expression of solidarity present a powerful 
message of unity to the OPS community and to the Employer. 

The Employer’s attack is not only on AMAPCEO members, but on the entire 
OPS community. 

The Employer’s proposed claw-backs and takeaways at the AMAPCEO 
bargaining table are vindictive and mean-spirited proposals that AMAPCEO 
expects are clearly a sign of what likely lies in store for the OPSEU 
membership. 

These attacks led our members to vote to defend themselves by taking 
our first ever strike vote. Our members have approved job action, and 
with a 94% affirming vote have loudly and firmly rejected the Employer’s 
aggressive bullying and threatening. 

We are determined to fight these unfair Employer proposals and stand up 
for our members and their families. But we also recognize that our fight is 
your fight, and are committed to standing together to resist the Employer’s 
harsh and unreasonable demands.

We thank you again for your support and look forward to co-operating with 
you and your union to stand united against this Employer in the days and 
weeks ahead. 

Gary Gannage, President, AMAPCEO
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OPSEU stands in solidarity with AMAPCEO

AMAPCEO has recently conducted a strike authorization vote. OPSEU 

knows what it is like to face hostility and attack by employers. We know that 

an association like AMAPCEO needs all the solidarity and assistance legally 

possible during this tough period.

We understand what the word “solidarity” means. This is why (within legal 

limits) we will stand with AMAPCEO members now. We know a successful 

attack on their members will harden the government when it comes time to 

bargain with OPSEU. 

As time progresses, OPSEU will continue to assist AMAPCEO at a central 

level while we encourage our Locals and members to support their 

colleagues in the workplace. 

OPSEU extends our public solidarity, although legally OPSEU members 

cannot participate in job action or a strike, even if our AMAPCEO colleagues 

have the right to do so under the Act. Even so, there is a lot we can do to 

help after or before work, or away from the workplace.

This is why all OPSEU members are asked to extend their solidarity and join 

AMAPCEO’s weekly Wednesday actions. 

Together OPSEU and AMAPCEO can stand together to resist our Employer’s 

efforts to attack OPS employees, our families and Ontario’s public service. 

Warren (Smokey) Thomas, President, OPSEU
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